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The way an organization’s supply chain is designed will determine their ability to compete in the
market place. Supply chain design decisions are based on analytics in setting the strategy and
our experience will add to the practicality of the design to deliver it operationally. Equinox uses
intelligent analytics tool that allows our clients to assess the impact of changing markets,
disruptions, acquisitions and divestments, and to set out growth strategies


An ideal inventory strategy would be low levels of inventory without any stock-outs. Equinox
helps determine the optimal mix of inventory by optimizing the inventory carrying cost for the
desired order fill rates


Sales and Operations planning is the key to profit driven supply chain cycle. Tactical planning
and scenario evaluation of the end-to-end supply chain, ranging from demand planning to
sourcing to production and supply


Every organization’s supply chain requirements are unique. Choosing the right service provider
is the key to execution of the supply chain strategy. Equinox partners with its customers to
Increase operational efficiency, resource utilization and reduction in cost through the right RFQ
design and vendor selection


Production scheduling captures a number of variables from different elements of the
organization such as customer demand, capacity, inventory levels, material flows etc. Allow
Equinox to work out the optimum plan and schedule to optimize the production costs. Also,
Increase your level of control over production by improvement in lead times, inventory levels
and customer service through optimal plans.


The process of determining the most cost-efficient flow of goods from Plant to Customer.
Equinox helps its customers determine the right flow taking into account the customer demand,
expected service levels and capacity constraints


Optimization of transportation freight through micro analysis of different cost components such
as volumetric weight, transit insurance cost, fuel linked surcharge etc. This along with Logistics
flow optimization is an ideal way to reduce your logistics cost at a tactical level


Route optimization helps organizations reduce their costs and enhance their delivery
productivity. The key success factor of route optimization lies in the way delivery clusters are
formed. Equinox uses algorithms and heuristics to optimize routes for dynamic scenarios



Twenty-first century rostering is helping some of the world’s most demanding workplaces
achieve their business goals and boost employee satisfaction. If your workforce operates in a
complex, rapidly changing environment, improving your rostering should be viewed as a
strategic – rather than an administrative – priority. Effective rostering or shift scheduling helps to
ensure that the right people, with the right skills, are in the right place at the right time. The
impact of this can be substantial


Effective implementation of supply chain management techniques is a key business enabler. Getting
trained in SCM helps a professional to leverage maximum out of a supply chain. Our differentiation
lies in our approach to learn and apply the concepts through a Case Study based approach. We can
customize our training modules to suit the requirements of the audience.

In case you have any other requirement, please write to us with your problem definition.
Write to:
info@equinoxweb.co.in Or Call Mr. Virendra Chohan at +91-96731 65431

